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ECLAC sends out a substantial percentage of its work to freelance translators and editors. We thoroughly 
revise some freelance assignments, and read over others before they leave the Section. However, it is 
impossible for in-house staff to revise all returning assignments, and many of the texts we receive are 
therefore sent directly to the requesting department or author. We try to provide detailed feedback to 
freelance translators and editors when possible, but we often simply do not have the resources to do so. 

Given this situation, it is essential that freelancers working for ECLAC produce error-free copy. This 
means that, before sending in a translation, you must carefully review your work to catch any errors or 
omissions and to make sure that you have used correct ECLAC and technical terminology so that we can 
confidently deliver your unrevised translations directly to the relevant department or author, if necessary. 

I. General guidelines 

Final self-revision. Please check a complete final printout of your work —against the source-language 
text in the case of translation— before you send the file in order to make certain that no words, sentences 
or paragraphs are missing, and that all figures and proper names are correct. In the case of translation, a 
re-reading alone will not reveal omissions or miscopied items.  

Always do a final spell check, including footnotes, followed by a read-through of the translation. The 
latter has become essential because, as language professionals become increasingly reliant on spell-
checking and on voice-recognition software, in the texts that we do have time to revise we are picking up 
errors in what should be final clean copy: the Untied Nations (for “United Nations”), dispersed rather than 
disbursed, conform rather than confirm, got a mile instead of Guatemala, etc. 

Research. After you have submitted your text, in-house staff will not have time to research terminology or 
retrieve quotations from published documents to insert into the translation. Please compile a list of 
queries as you produce your draft; if, after thorough research, you are unable to locate a reference or 
document, then please contact our reference section (andrea.valenzuela@cepal.org). Our terminologist 
will either answer your question or refer you to the appropriate staff member or information source. 

If, despite all your attempts to produce a fully-researched, finished text, you need to attach some queries 
or notes, please insert these in the text in square brackets highlighted in blue. This will alert us that we 
must not distribute the translation without clearing up the issue. Please do not use the comments function 
for this purpose. Please also alert us when you deliver the assignment that the translation contains 
queries. 

Write out the names of organizations and other expressions for which abbreviations exist the first time 
they appear and place the acronym after it. The acronym may then be used alone in subsequent 
references (e.g. “…target figures determined in consultation with the International Monetary Fund (IMF). 
Subsequent discussions with IMF resulted in…”). Do not use a definite article with acronyms referring to 



organizations. In ECLAC documents an apostrophe is never used with an acronym (“…UNDP 
development projects…” not “…UNDP’s development projects…”). Use capital letters with no intervening 
full stops for acronyms (e.g. IMF), as well as for such abbreviated names as CARICOM and MERCOSUR 
(even if they are written “Caricom” and “Mercosur” in the Spanish text). 

Always make sure to use proper country names, even if the source text does not, e.g. Republic of Korea, 
not South Korea. Proper and accepted short forms of country names are available online in UNTERM at 
http://unterm.un.org/. Exception: “United States” alone (without “of America”) is acceptable in ECLAC 
texts for general readership. 

Avoid personal pronouns unless they appear in the original. Introductory phrases such as Se destaca 
que should not be translated as "You should remember that …", and in fact can often be omitted. If the 
phrase is actually being used to emphasize something, alternatives might be "Indeed, …"; "… has, in fact, 
…"; or a construction such as "One noteworthy feature of the project is that ...". A last resort is the literal 
"It should be noted that…". 

To produce readable English texts, translators often need to cut through Spanish verbiage (while making 
very sure that they do not alter the meaning of the original): 

Ignore repetition/redundancies in the original: 
Ejecutar la implementación del proyecto can be rendered simply as "implement the project". Something 
that is to happen seis meses después del comienzo de la ejecución del proyecto is going to happen "six 
months into the project" or "six months after the project begins". 

At times the use of possessives will greatly improve the style of a text in English ("the project's primary 
objective", "the ministry's sphere of activity", rather than repeating "... of the project", "of the ministry" over 
and over). The use of compound adjectives ("UNDP-funded projects", rather than "projects financed by 
UNDP") and of nouns as possessives ("PRL work plans", rather than "work plans of the PRL") can also 
make a text more readable. 

Translate such phrases as Por otro lado, Asimismo, Así también only when truly needed to show an "A 
but B" structure in English or signal true additionality. Revisers have recently noted a tendency to 
translate por otra parte as “on the other hand”, when it rarely, in fact, signals a counterargument, tending, 
on the contrary, to offer further argument in support of the preceding point. 

Most of the English text submitted to the Section for editing is written by non-native speakers. This 
produces particular challenges for editors, who must be alert to certain source-language tendencies 
which tend to find their way into the raw text. One example is the use of unnecessary introductory 
phrases, which at best clutter the text and at worst induce error: “on the other hand” is a typical one of 
these. Another example is the use of “important” and “relevant” in the Spanish senses of the words (i.e. 
“large”), where “significant” or “considerable” would be more appropriate. In the same vein, the word 
“adequate” often appears instead of “suitable” or “appropriate”. 

 

II. Translation of certain terms in ECLAC documents 

Estado / gobierno The safest course is to translate these literally. Usage in the source text may be a 
deliberate choice of the author. Obviously the idiomatic translation of estatal and Estado will sometimes 
be "government" (government pension, government services), but in the great majority of cases, a direct 
translation is to be preferred. Note: the word "state" is always capitalized when it refers, either generally 



or specifically, to a country or a specific state within a federation. Therefore, the only instances in which it 
is not capitalized are when the word is used in the sense of "status" (e.g. state of affairs) or to refer to 
states in general (e.g. spending at the national, state and provincial level). The word "Government" is 
capitalized when it refers to a Government representing a State (e.g. the Government of Argentina) or 
specific Governments (e.g. the Governments of the Pacific Alliance countries). It is not capitalized when it 
refers to a subnational level (local or municipal government), when it refers to the governments in general 
(e.g. European governments) or when it is used as an abstract noun (a system of government). 

When choosing terms, please bear in mind that the main readers of many of the official documents 
produced by ECLAC are the governments of its member countries. In many cases there are reasons for 
the careful development-speak and transliterations we have to use. A crisis in a country's banking sector 
can thus be a crisis, perhaps an upheaval, but not "chaos". A member country with problemas de 
corrupción may have a "problem with corruption" but it is not "rife with corruption". 

Care should be taken to avoid phrases that might be interpreted as insulting. For example, a passage 
about …la ignorancia de la población de... might be rendered as "…the population's lack of familiarity 
with…" or "…the population's lack of awareness of…". 

In texts dealing with particularly sensitive issues (e.g. the status of women, indigenous peoples), special 
care is called for. The term "craftsmen", for example, is not an appropriate translation for "artesanos" in 
ECLAC texts; “craftspeople” is preferred. 

 

III. Format 

We work almost completely in Word. Please observe the following basic conventions: 

 Unless you have a difficulty with compatibility, please do not change the font of the document you 
receive for translation or insert headers or footers.  

 For tables, please translate all text and, in the case of an alphabetical list of country names, 
move any lines that may be necessary (usually the Dominican Republic and Saint Lucia), making 
sure to move the whole line of data, not just the country name. A note should be included in 
square brackets under the table and highlighted in yellow: [country names moved to English 
alphabetical order]. 

 For figures and diagrams, include the translation of any text (axis labels, legends, inserts, etc.) 
in square brackets underneath the graphic, highlighted in yellow. Please do not overwrite these 
on the diagram itself, even if it is editable, because this makes the layout process much more 
cumbersome. 

IV. Style  

1. Hyphenation: Hyphenation (as in the case of spelling) should be based on the Concise Oxford English 
Dictionary, twelfth edition. In the case of compound adjectives, repeat the hyphen in phrases such as 
medium- and long-term debt. When in doubt, our general preference is to hyphenate as little as 
possible. Examples of phases where we avoid the adjectival hyphen are “labour market trends” (not 
“labour-market trends”) and “private sector investment” (not “private-sector investment”). 

 

 



2.  Figures: 

 - Write one through nine in words, but 10 and up in numbers, except in ranges (children 3 
through 11) or similar “mixings” in a sentence. 

- In number ranges, always repeat the unit, i.e. 4%-5%, not 4-5%. 

 - Write out the word million for figures in millions up to two decimal points, e.g. US$ 6.23 million 
(but: US$ 6,237,000).  

 - Write out the word billion for figures in billions up to three decimal points, e.g. US$ 4.567 billion 
(but: US$ 4,567,600,000). 

3. ECLAC uses the percent sign (%) rather than writing the word out.  

4. Currency references:  

 Place a space after the currency symbol: US$ 3 million. 

 Amounts are construed with a singular verb (US$ 20.1 million is lent...). 

 Omit ___.0 in round numbers in the body of the text (US$ 2 million). 

In ECLAC publications, “dollars” refers to the United States currency unless specified otherwise —
publications carry an explanatory note to that effect— so do not write “United States dollars”. 

 5. Dates 

 Date format: 21 December 1999 

 Decades are written in numerals without an apostrophe: 1980s mid-1990s, etc. (no apostrophe). 

 When a multi-year period is involved, the entire date should be written out: 1998-1999 not 1998-99. 

 

6. Capitalization: Only the first word and proper nouns should be capitalized in headings: 

 I. Introduction and general information 

 1.   Environmental considerations 

 The words “annex”, “table” and the like are not capitalized except as the first word in a heading:  

    (see table 4)    “…as illustrated in figure IV.4…”  

7. The abbreviations “UN”, “US” (except in “US$”), “UK”, “EU” and “ECOSOC” are not used in 
United Nations documents. Acronyms may not be used for United Nations conferences, even if an 
acronym is used in the source text. Acronyms should not normally be used for units of the Secretariat 
either (e.g. “OHRM”, “DPI”). Where there is no ambiguity, “the Office”, “the Department”, etc. may be used 
a short titles. In exceptional cases, where a document deals primarily with the unit and the title recurs 
constantly, the acronym is permissible. Whenever any acronym is to be used, the full title should be 
written out the first time mention is made of the organization, concept, etc. and should be followed by the 
acronym in parentheses. 



8. Countries must always be referred to by their official names as reported by their permanent 
missions to the United Nations Secretariat, even if the source text has neglected to use those names. The 
correct titles of geographical entities that are not States must also be used, e.g. “Taiwan Province of 
China”, not simply “Taiwan”. Official country names and acceptable short forms may be consulted online 
at http://unterm.un.org/.  

Some particular considerations pertain to the countries in the region which take a definite article, including 
the Bolivarian Republic of Venezuela and the Plurinational State of Bolivia. In lists of countries in running 
text these countries are rendered using the long form and alphabetized under B and P, respectively, 
without the definite article where the list is preceded by a colon and with the definite article where it is not, 
e.g. “...as reported by the Bolivarian Republic of Venezuela, Brazil, the Dominican Republic, the United 
States and Uruguay” but “...as reported by the following countries: Bolivarian Republic of Venezuela, 
Brazil, Dominican Republic, United States and Uruguay.” 

In tables, the Bolivarian Republic of Venezuela and the Plurinational State of Bolivia are alphabetized 
under V and B, respectively, using the accepted short forms: Venezuela (Bolivarian Republic of) and 
Bolivia (Plurinational State of). The Dominican Republic is alphabetized under D in tables: this usually 
means moving the entire row in the case of a translation. Saint Lucia also needs to be moved in the 
translation of tables that also contain Saint Vincent and the Grenadines.  

Translators should note that the practice with regard to the use and alphabetization of long and short 
forms of country names for the Bolivarian Republic of Venezuela and the Plurinational State of Bolivia is 
different to the Spanish in some cases. Care must be taken to follow the indications given here and not 
reproduce the format used in the Spanish text. 

9. Acronyms should normally be used without the definite article. They should never be used with 
an apostrophe and “s” (“UNESCO programmes” NOT “UNESCO’s programmes”). 

10. The word “should” must always be included in such sentences as: “He suggested that the 
Committee should adopt the text.”  

11. Avoid “delegate” in the sense of “representative of a member State”. Use “representative” or 
“delegation” as appropriate. 

12. Centuries and session numbers are always written out: “the twentieth century”, “the thirty-sixth 
session of the Commission”. 

13. In English texts, brackets or parentheses are used in pairs (Spanish uses only one bracket or 
parenthesis): (a) not a) . 

14. Qualifiers should be placed as close as possible to the word they qualify. Poor qualifier 
placement has become increasingly common in recent work. If a country only exports oil, it means it does 
nothing else with its oil. But if a country exports only oil, it means it has no other export product.  

15. Additionality: phrases such as “together with” and “as well as” do not compound the subject. 
Hence “Theatre, along with other cultural activities, has [not have] seen something of a revival”. 

16. Beginning a sentence with a conjunction: There is no foundation to the widespread belief that it is 
an error to begin a sentence with a conjunction such as and, but or so. In fact, this can be an effective 
way of introducing interest into the rhythm of the text. However, this formulation should not be overused in 
academic writing.  


